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Introduction

In our era of informational revolution, massive data sets are collected, and procedures to

process them are especially looked after. The theoretical underpinnings of this commu-

nal effort were developed as a common contribution of scientists coming from different

fields. Statistical physics has contributed its unique approach and experience regarding

measuring the behavior with complex systems.

In the present work, four common questions of this area are analyzed, often using a

number of measures jointly. The central idea behind is to gain a better understanding

about these large data sets, find their elements of outstanding importance ("centers"), and

being able to trace them in a visual manner, which, as experience shows, is the most

appropriate way for human agents.

A distinctive feature of these experiments is the general input format of the algo-

rithms presented, which makes it flexible to apply under other circumstances, as well.

The foundation of these methods are topics, words, which are mentioned often in the title

of publications, articles, and their evolution in time. Often, an analysis of the network

structure accompanies the evaluation.

Another emphasized point of the present research is the practicality and usability even

on large inputs. Not every common and well-known algorithm possesses the scalability

necessary for this purpose. Indeed, in the case of first two research projects presented,

the input is limited to the smallest data set being used (which is also relatively large,

compared to other possible data sources, with its 400K records and 4.7M links). In all

four cases, the source code of the methods being presented are publicly available (at

http://topinav.elte.hu/).
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Results

1 Topic diagrams / time series

1.1 Topic codes: producing strings from diagrams

I introduced the notion of topic codes, which is a simplification of the well-known
concept of time-series, based on two simple parameters (corresponding to height
and width subdivision of the original diagram).

The topic code is a short string of numeric coordinates which describe a complete

topic diagram / time series. Its simplicity makes it especially useful for practical ap-

plications, such as finding similar time diagrams (see 4.3 below), or classification and

prediction (see 5.1 below).

2 Articles boosting one another

Boost is defined as having a positive impact on the citation count of a cited article. The

motivation for the research is to point out qualitatively outstanding sets of publications.

2.1 Measurements for pointing out boosting effect

I found a pair of articles which boost one another, and then introduced three mea-
surements which are designed to identify similar pairs.

I observed that it is not enough to have a high proportion of shared citations between

the citing and cited article, rather, they also should have a large difference in time of

publication, as well as high citation count for the cited publication on its own right. By

introducing these two restrictions, I effectively eliminated "phantom effect" which seems

to be boosting but actually is not. I evaluated the results on the journals of American
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Physical Society, and have not found any pairs of articles which come near to the prime

example of boosting (which is outside of this data set).

2.2 Boost network analysis

I analyzed the basic structure of the network generated by all the valid boost effects
that have been found by these measurements. Eight subnetworks were generated,
ranging from 9 to 21 publications in size.

For the sake of this analysis, I set threshold values, based on the figures generated dur-

ing the analysis of the data set. Most of the components obtained point out the importance

of some central publications, which have a distinguished role among their peers. Besides

these subnetworks, the network consists of smaller, trivial parts.

3 Articles causing bursty behavior in a related topic

3.1 Slope-decay identification

I analyzed the topic diagrams of all topics by introducing measurements that identify
whenever a certain topic experienced a lasting growth, in its frequency of mention-
ing.

The measurement of slope is defined in order to find large growth of interest in a

certain topic, in a short amount of time, while decay is designed to check whether this

increase indeed was a lasting effect, and not just a produce of random noise. In cases

where the growth happened at the end of the observed time range, the decay is checked

by looking at the other side of the diagram ("inverse decay"). Small decay and big slope

indicate an effective burst. A joint scatter plot is included about these two quantities.

3.2 Percolation and coverage in topic subnetworks

For every bursting topic, I analyzed the network of articles which includes the topic
keyword in their title.

I searched for cases where a small set of articles are responsible for a major change,

by evaluating the size of the largest component in this network and the number of articles

which are referenced (directly or indirectly) by every other article in the component. I
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showed that both of these measures show a positive correlation with the slope of the topic

(defined above).

4 Comparing similarity measures

4.1 General evaluation of similarity measures

I suggested a procedure to evaluate any set of various similarity measures, based on
the distance from the nearest neighbor. I presented the algorithm on 3 basic types of
measurements.

Similarity of two topics in a data set is measured based on 1. textual similarity (con-

taining two sub-options), 2. network structure, or 3. topic popularity in time. A similarity

measure is defined to be successful if it is able to produce nearest neighbor for the largest

number of elements, compared to its peers. Such a general definition, which needs no

further input data, was not found in the currently existing literature.

4.2 Power-law based normalization

I compared different similarity measures which take values on different scales. An
appropriately chosen normalization, based on a power law-fit, is projecting them all
onto the same scale.

The two text-based and one network-based similarity measures are taking typically

large integer numbers. Since they mostly follow a power law-type distribution, which

shows a linear plot on a log-log scale, the position of the elements on a linear scale is a

natural choice to a similarity value between 0 and 1.

4.3 Efficient nearest neighbor-search based on boxes

I developed a method to find the most similar time diagram to a currently chosen
one. It is using parameters optimized to the input data set, therefore, it is able to
compare a large number of diagrams without comparing each one with the other.

This task is the typical example of a simply understandable, seemingly obvious prob-

lem which in practice needs an out-of-the-box thinking solution in order to avoid running

quickly into square time complexity, which is virtually impossible to handle for any larger
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data set. The topic codes introduced in 1.1 are used with two different set of parameters:

one of them is to compute the similarity, and the other is to put the diagrams into "boxes",

which are subsequently evaluated by traversing all neighboring boxes.

5 Time series prediction based on nearest neighbors

I developed a prediction of time series, which is based on a classification into in-
creasing, decreasing, stagnating classes. The core idea is that the frequency of usage
of a certain word/topic is expected to grow in the next 10 years (for example) if its
neighbors were growing in the past 10 years.

The whole time range is divided into two halves: past and future. A simple classifier

determines about a given diagram if it is increasing, decreasing or stagnating. This is

evaluated for the past of the word itself, the average of its neighbors, and the difference

between the two (called the "relation" between them).

For every possible input combination, the most frequent outcome is decided as the

prediction (also known as 1R-classifier). The so-obtained procedure is also able to pre-

dict counter-intuitive scenarios, for example, decrease in the past for the word and its

neighbors, yet in the future grow is expected. The addition of the input variables turned

out to increase the effectivity of the predictor significantly in those data sets that were not

able to produce a good prediction with a simpler input.

5.1 Choosing a representative set of neighbors

I developed a method to determine a number, characteristic for every data set, the
number of nearest neighbors of an item, which are able to represent all other neigh-
bors. This spares the computational effort to analyze the time series of all neighbors,
of every word. Surprisingly, there is a clear cut value for every data set for the
number of neighbors, as it is apparent from the figures.

For a sufficiently large sample set of words, a full evaluation provided the topic di-

agram which contains the average of all its neighbors. These neighbors were then sub-

sequently ordered by proximity, and the for every N , the set of nearest N neighbors

produced an approximate average diagram. The difference between the approximate and

final diagram was converging to 0 quite fast, and after setting a limit value for the chosen
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words, the distribution of number of necessary neighbors for all words was shown on a

diagram.

5.2 Representing uncertainty in prediction output

I extended the definition of the simple decision rules used for the prediction to in-
clude cases which are logically composed of two output values: "increase OR stag-
nation" and "decrease OR stagnation".

This compromise was necessary in light of the results, but it makes the method able

to predict some limited information in cases where exact output cannot be foretold. The

input data specifies a set of possible outcomes, and its statistics shows the proportion of

increasing, decreasing and stagnating results. If two of these three are close to each other,

then the situation is defined to be uncertain. I evaluated possible parameter choices for

zero tolerance, which is designed to optimize what is defined to be close enough to speak

about uncertainty.
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